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We worked at Alstom Transport in Brazil with Event-B few years ago.

After 4 months of the Door Control System project, the team summarized the following issues:

- How do I start the model?
- How do I trace the requirements to the model?
- What is the next step?
- When should I refine the model?

The transition from the requirements phase to the formal specification phase is one of the most painful steps and is still an open issue.
A method based on BDD combined with the formalism provided by SBVR in order to obtain a refinement from requirements into an Event-B model.

What are BDD and SBVR!?
Event-B is a state model-based formal method for modelling systems based on predicate logic and set theory where the refinement mechanism is guaranteed by formal mathematical proof obligations.

This method has two components:

- **Contexts:** used for static specification, including global sets, constants and axioms
- **Machines:** applied to dynamic specification, containing variables, invariants, variants and events
Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) is an agile software development approach with an emphasis on requirements analysis and testing.

The BDD process has 5 steps:

- Start by determining a set of high-level business goals;
- Based on these goals, describe the features that the system must deliver;
- Features are then broken into user stories;
- The user stories are illustrated with examples, called scenarios;
- Scenarios are translated to automated tests.
Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) is an OMG standard that allows documenting the semantic of business vocabularies and business rules.

The specification includes the description of SBVR Structured English, which use four font styles to represent the following concepts: Term, Name, Verb and Keyword.

From a logical perspective, SBVR allows expressing quantification, logical operations and modal operations.
Why BDD?

- BDD suggests applying a sequence of refinements;
- BDD template is similar to Event-B template;
- BDD is a popular agile method.

Why SBVR?

- SBVR is ready for automation;
- SBVR allows using quantification, logical operators, and modal operations;
- SBVR is understood by business specialists (vocabulary).
The customer, a domain specialist and a requirements analyst (with background in formal methods) work together.

The method is composed of four steps, based on the BDD process:

- Step 1 - Determining the high-level business goals;
- Step 2 - Determining the software features;
- Step 3 - Refine the features into user stories;
- Step 4 - Define the acceptance criteria of the user stories.
The track network is made of blocks, and contains points (a device that splits a track in two directions) and crossings (a device that makes two tracks cross each other);

The paths trains may follow in the network are called routes, and they are defined as a sequence of blocks;

A signal is located before the first block of the route, protecting it. If the signal is red, the train cannot use the corresponding route; if it is green, the train can move safely in the route.
The goal of the train system is to safely control trains moving on a track network.
BDD2EVENT-B::Step 2

Feature

Feature 1: assign a safe route
In order to a train cross a track network.
As a train agent, I want to assign a safe route to a train.

Rulebook

Block
implicitly understood concept

Route
An ordered Set of blocks
Reserved block
A block that is reserved for a route
Necessity: A block must be reserved for at most one route
Reserved route
A route that contains only reserved blocks
Safe route
A route that is a reserved route
Train Agent
implicitly understood concept
Track network
A set of routes

Event-B

CONTEXT TrainContext0
SETS
Route
TrainAgent
Block
Train
END

MACHINE TrainMachine0
SEES TrainContext0
VARIABLES
tracknetwork
reservedRoute
reservedBlock

INVARIANTS
inv1: tracknetwork ∊ P(route)
inv2: reservedRoutes ∩ Route
inv3: reservedBlocks ∩ Block
inv4: safeRoute ∩ reservedBlocks → reservedRoutes

EVENTS
Event aTraincrossTrainNetw Δ any
... where
grd1: ta ∈ TrainAgent
grd2: r ∈ reservedRoutes
grd3: t ∈ Train
then
act1: assign(ta) = {r -> t}
end
END
BDD2EVENT-B::Step 3

Story

Story 1: Check the status of routes
As a train agent
I want to check the reservation status of routes
So that trains may follow a safe route

Rulebook

Train
Necessity: There are at most two trains

Block
Necessity: There are at most two trains

Occupied block
Necessity: Occupied block is a reserved block

Event-B

CONTEXT TrainContext1
EXTENDS TrainContext0
CONSTANTS
status

AXIOMS
axm1 : finite(Train)
axm2 : status ∈ BOOL
END

MACHINE TrainMachine1
REFINES TrainMachine0
SEES TrainContext1

VARIABLES
reserved
isReserved

INVARIANTS
inv2 : occupiedBlock ∈ P(Block)
inv6 : card(Train) ≤ 2
inv7 : reserved ∈ R → status
inv8 : isReserved ∈ BOOL

EVENTS
Event aTrainFollowsRoute
extends aTrainCrossSTNetW
any
f
r
where
grd1 : r ∈ R
grd2 : r ∈ TA
... then
act1 : assign(ta) := (r → t)
act2 : isReserved := reserved[i]
END
BDD2EVENT-B::Step 4
Related Work::Transformation


Related Work::Refinement


The main benefit of this proposal is to bridge the gap between a formal specification and high-level business goals:

- The use of SBVR, a controlled language created to help the business community, allows a direct involvement of domain specialists in this process;
- Formal models in Event-B are obtained by transformations of requirements artifacts, with the support of SBVR formalism;
- The use of a method based on BDD allows successive refinements of the requirements model, from goals to scenarios.
Another benefit is to allow intermediate verification in requirements artifacts:

- The vocabulary consistency, since it was built along the dialogues and during the process of learning the application domain;

- The consistency between the features and the stories, based on the definitions provided by the features (stories introduce more elements in the vocabulary) and, evidently, with the vocabulary already made consistent;

- The consistency between stories and scenarios, based on the stories (for the similar reason) with the vocabulary already made consistent.
Final Considerations::Ongoing Work

- Make analysis on SBVR and a mapping from its formal model to Event-B constructs;

- Improve the method, providing guidance for each step;

- Investigate which proof obligations can be done in the intermediate models in order to make the requirements analyst task easier.
That's all!
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